Research engagement of health sciences librarians: a survey of research-related activities and attitudes
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Introduction: The extent to which health sciences librarians are engaged in research is a little-studied question. This study assesses the research activities and attitudes of Medical Library Association (MLA) members, including the influence of work affiliation.

Methods: An online survey was designed using a combination of multiple-choice and open-ended questions and distributed to MLA members. Responses were analyzed using descriptive statistics, content analysis, and significance testing. The authors used statistical tools and categorized open-ended question topics by the constant comparative method, also applying the broad subject categories used in a prior study. Pearson’s chi-square analysis was performed on responses to determine significant differences among respondents employed in three different institutional environments.

Results: Analysis showed that 79% of respondents read research articles at least once a month; 58% applied published research studies to practice; 44% had conducted research; 62% reported acting on research had enhanced their libraries; 38% had presented findings; and 34% had authored research articles. Hospital librarians were significantly less likely than academic librarians to have participated in research activities. Highly ranked research benefits, barriers, and competencies of health sciences librarians are described.

Conclusions: Findings indicate that health sciences librarians are actively engaged in research activities. Practice implications for practitioners, publishers, and stakeholders are discussed. Results suggest that practitioners can use published research results and results from their own research to affect practice decisions and improve services. Future studies are needed to confirm and extend these findings, including the need for intervention studies to increase research and writing productivity.
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Health information research is essential for health sciences librarians to create new knowledge and advance evidence-based practice. The Medical Library Association (MLA), with more than 3,700 health sciences information professional members, has long recognized the importance and benefits of research in health sciences information practice through research policies [1–3], peer-reviewed publications, and funding and recognition of research projects. Studies on the extent to which health sciences librarians are engaged in research are outdated or limited in scope, having been conducted prior to developments in evidence-based librarianship (EBL) [4], the emergence of the informationist role of the health sciences librarian [5, 6], and MLA research initiatives, such as the 2007 Research Imperative: The Research Policy Statement of the Medical Library Association [3] and research agenda [7].

The goal of this study is to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the research
activities and attitudes of health sciences librarians. The research questions are:

- To what extent do health sciences librarians read library research literature and apply the results of published research to their practice?
- Do they conduct their own research or participate in research grants, and if so, how and what do they study and does the use of research improve their libraries?
- Where and how do they share their findings?
- Are their research activities and attitudes affected by work affiliation?
- What do they perceive as their research skill levels and the benefits, limiting factors, and potential of collaborative opportunities and additional training to increasing their participation in research?

METHODOLOGY

In February 2011, the MLA Research Section conducted an online survey using SurveyMonkey to assess the research activities and attitudes of MLA members as part of a broader planning process that informed the MLA Research Section Vision Statement and Strategic Plan 2012–2016 [8]. A nine-member planning team developed and pilot-tested the survey instrument, consisting of thirty-five closed- and open-ended questions with integrated skip logic (Appendix A, online only). The survey was announced via MLA-FOCUS to all MLA members and available online between February 1 and February 25, 2011. Two reminders were sent during this period.

The survey was reviewed and determined to be exempt from human subject review by the Institutional Review Board at the University of Illinois at Chicago on July 24, 2012. Internet protocol (IP) and email addresses were stripped before the data were analyzed. Analysis for closed-ended questions included descriptive statistics and significance testing across subgroups based on institutional affiliation, educational level, and years since obtaining a master’s degree in library science. Using SPSS, the team performed Pearson’s chi-square analysis with significance threshold set at $p \leq 0.05$ for each closed-ended question by institutional affiliation: academic medical library, hospital library, and “other.” For each open-ended question, two authors independently coded the responses using the constant comparative method [9], and discrepancies were resolved through discussion. Five broad subject categories were also applied [10, 11]. Online only Table 1 outlines the subject classification scheme with broad and specific subject categories and definitions.

RESULTS

Demographic and institutional information

Based on the MLA membership at the time of the survey [12], the survey response rate was 17% with a ±3.58% margin of error (95% confidence interval). Academic library respondents represented almost half of all respondents (49%), while hospital library respondents represented more than one-third (37%). Most of the respondents (61%) had received their master’s degree in library science more than 10 years ago, and the vast majority of respondents had earned a master’s degree in library or information science (90%). In contrast, far fewer had earned a master’s degree in a subject area other than library or information science (21%), and even fewer respondents had doctoral degrees (5%) (Table 2, online only).

This response rate is consistent with the response rates of the 2007 MLA Membership Survey [13] and the 2012 MLA Compensation and Benefits Survey [14]. Both MLA surveys reflected a similar proportionate distribution between academic (both 44%) and hospital librarian respondents (both 37%). Like our study, a large majority of respondents in the MLA surveys had been in the field more than 10 years (61% and 74%, respectively). The MLA studies also showed similar high percentages of respondents who had obtained master degrees in library science (90% and 86%, respectively) and low percentages of respondents with doctoral degrees (both 5%). However, a higher percentage of respondents who had master degrees in additional subject areas was noted in our survey (21% versus 4% in the 2007 MLA survey).

Reading and application of published research

Almost all respondents reported frequencies of research and non-research reading (97%), and one-third reported reading research literature once per month. A statistically significant difference was found between groups concerning the frequency of reading research publications: a greater percentage of academic librarians (88%) read research literature at least once a month compared to hospital librarians (68%) (Table 3, online only).
More than half of respondents (58%) had applied published research studies to practice. Significantly more academic librarians reported that they had applied research to practice (70%) compared to hospital librarians (43%) (Table 4, online only). A high percentage of respondents who used research in practice (89%) provided examples of specific practice applications of research findings, which were classified by subject and are listed in online only Table 5. Findings showed that half of the published research that had been consulted to support practice fell into the broad categories of either end-user education (27%) or public services (23%).

Research activities

Almost half of the respondents (44%) had designed and conducted their own research (Table 6, online only). Of those responding, nearly one-fourth (24%) reported the use of quantitative research methods, with slightly fewer respondents (18%) reporting the use of qualitative methods and more than half (54%) indicating they had used mixed methods (Table 7, online only). Statistically significant differences were observed among groups: over half worked in academic libraries (59%), while just under one-quarter were (23%) employed in hospital libraries. Hospital librarians also reported using exclusively qualitative research methods significantly more often than did academic librarians (32% and 15%, respectively). Also of significance was the finding that more than half of the librarians in academic settings reported using mixed methods research (58%), while fewer hospital librarians used mixed methods (37%). Applied research topics represented 88% of the studies reported by respondents. Specific research topics were: public services (28%), information behavior and use research (21%), and collection-related research (14%). The list of topics and subtopics are shown in online only Table 8.

Over half of the respondents had acted on research to improve or initiate new library collections, services, or operations (62%), whereas no significant difference was noted between groups (Table 9, online only). Most examples of changes that respondents provided fell into the categories of end-user education (23%), public services (21%), and collection management (14%) (Table 10, online only). Most often respondents reported that existing services were modified (69%); over one-quarter instituted new services (28%), and only a few reported using research evidence to cease activities.

Grant activities

Survey findings showed that one-third of the respondents indicated they had written or participated in writing research grant proposals: a large majority (82%) had at least 1 proposal funded, while 17% received funding for 5 or more proposals. A significant difference was noted between groups, with academic librarians (65%) reporting almost 3 times more grant participation than hospital librarians (22%) (Table 11, online only). The 5 major sources of funding were the National Network of Libraries of Medicine (26%), the National Library of Medicine (17%), MLA (10%), internal institutional support (9%), and the Institute of Museum and Library Services (5%) (Table 12, online only).

Applied topics accounted for 81% of the research grants described; however, 14% did not directly relate to libraries but to health research. A breakdown by topic indicated the 3 most common grant subject areas were outreach to underserved populations, patient and consumers, and training for health care professionals (Table 13, online only).

Presentation and publishing of research

Results indicated that 38% of respondents had presented research findings at a professional meeting and that one-third had authored or coauthored a research article (34%), many of them authoring more than 1 article (Table 14, online only). Compared to hospital librarians, a significantly higher number of academic librarians reported presentation activities (72% versus 15%). Significantly more academic librarians reported they had published at least 1 article than did hospital librarians (72% versus 16%). Additionally, the survey showed that respondents published in a broad range of journals with the Journal of the Medical Library Association (JMLA) ranking the highest (25%) and Medical Reference Services Quarterly second (13%) (Table 15, online only).

Benefits of research to practice

Descriptive statistics were used to assess respondents’ perceptions of the benefits of research to practice. Respondents scored 10 possible benefits
on a 3-part Likert scale (“very important,” “somewhat important,” and “not important”). With the exception of the benefit “contributes to career advancement,” more than 60% of those responding found every benefit listed “very important.” Two benefits—“demonstrates the value of the library and its impact on users to funding authorities” and “provides guidance in evaluating, improving, and initiating new library collections, services, and operations”—were ranked “very important” by almost three-quarters of the respondents (both 74%) (Table 16, online only).

Significant differences were observed among respondents from different work settings for 3 benefits: three-quarters of hospital librarians found the contribution of research to patient care to be “very important,” compared to 60% of academic librarians. Significantly more academic librarians than hospital librarians said that research was a “very important” contribution to career advancement (53% versus 36%); and a significantly higher percentage of academic librarians felt that creating new knowledge to improve the profession was a “very important” reason to conduct research, in comparison to those in hospital settings (76% versus 65%). The results yielded no statistical significant differences in all other perceived benefits between groups.

### Research competencies and preferences

Respondents were asked to describe their skill levels for 9 research skills identified in the 2007 MLA research policy statement [3] on a 3-point Likert scale (“highly skilled,” “average,” and “very little skill”). One-third of all respondents rated themselves as “highly skilled” in doing collaborative research with a team (32%) and accurately summarizing research findings for professional communication (30%). Four skills areas in which respondents reported “very little skill” were knowledge of and ability to use common statistical techniques (61%), ability to obtain funding and resources for internal and external research projects (54%), ability to understand and assess validity of statistical research results (52%), and ability to select appropriate methodologies for a given research question (42%). Significant differences were observed between groups for 5 of the skills in the MLA research skills set. Academic librarians reported significantly higher levels of knowledge or abilities than did hospital librarians in the following areas: participating in collaborative research, summarizing research findings, defining research questions, understanding the strengths and limitations of research studies, and assessing the validity of statistical results (Table 17, online only).

### Barriers to and supports for conducting research

Respondents were asked to score the importance of different factors that had limited their research participation. Most reported that a “lack of time allotted to research at work” was a “very important” barrier (65%). Other issues that ranked high in importance were: “lack of employer support” (45%), “lack of time to acquire research skills” (45%), “lack of training in research design and methods” (43%), “lack of funding for research training” (43%), “lack of statistical support” (41%), and “lack of funding for research projects” (40%). Significant differences between groups were found in 6 barrier categories, including the top 3 barriers cited most often, with hospital librarians consistently assigning more importance to each of these than academic librarians (Table 18, online only).

Large majorities of both academic and hospital librarians reported they would welcome opportunities to do research with other experienced researchers (91% and 74%, respectively) and participate in extra training to acquire research skills if classes were convenient and affordable (83% and 81%, respectively). When asked about their training preferences, the top ranked training options were workshops sponsored by local chapters (67%), in-person workshops (65%), web-based courses (63%), and webcasts or teleconferences (62%) (Table 19, online only).

### DISCUSSION

Comparing our study to the 2002 Powell et al. study, which explored a wide range of research activities for library and information sciences (LIS) practitioners including health sciences librarians, we found that a lesser but still considerable number of respondents had read research articles at least once a month (95% versus 79%) [15]. Another 2012 study of academic librarians [16] corroborated this high reading level, finding that 78% of them regularly scanned research-based literature, while 66% regularly read the full research articles. Likewise, we found that a high percentage of health sciences librarians (58%) had applied published research to practice, also in accordance with the Powell et al.
study, which reported that 66% had “occasionally” or “frequently” applied research findings in the literature to practice [15].

Our findings differed from Powell et al. in that we found fewer respondents (44%) had conducted their own research compared to Powell et al., who reported 66% had conducted position-based research and 59% LIS-type research [15]. Our study was, however, more in line with another UK study, which found that 47% of UK health librarians had research involvement in the previous 2 years [17]. A high level of research involvement by academic librarians is shown in our study as well as in others (59% versus 62% and 66%, respectively) [16, 18]. Research grant writing by health sciences librarians may have slightly increased from 29%–30% in the 1990s to 33% [19, 20], as found in our study. We also noted an increase in grant involvement by academic librarians (from 26% to 65%) and, conversely, a decrease by hospital librarians (from 34% to 22%) [20]. In addition, health sciences librarians might participate more often in research grant-writing activities than their LIS counterparts (33% versus 16%) [21]. The distribution of research methods employed by health sciences librarians reported in our study differed from the methods observed by Gore et al. in Bulletin of the Medical Library Association (BMLA)/JMLA articles [11]. While qualitative methods represented fairly similar percentages (18% and 14%, respectively), far fewer librarians in our study reported using solely quantitative methods (24% versus 88%). Additionally, over half (54%) self-reported the use of mixed methods research compared to Gore et al. (9%) [11].

Subject areas

Applied topics predominated in all 4 research areas that we examined: applying published research results to practice (94%), conducting research (88%), applying research to enhance libraries (94%), and obtaining research grants (80%). Topical emphases in each of these areas were similar with the exception of research grant topics, which focused on outreach, end-user education, and technology topics, possibly reflecting the funding priorities of the various granting entities. We found that research conducted by librarians had a stronger focus on applied research in comparison to the Gore et al. study (88% versus 70%) and less emphasis on “professional concerns” and “related fields,” with no reports of “theoretical” or “general” research [11]. This might reflect that unpublished research was a significant component of our study. Studies that have analyzed practitioner publications and interests have repeatedly mentioned a tendency for them to be action research, local, and largely unpublished through traditional communication channels [22–28].

Institutional affiliation and research productivity

Librarians with hospital library affiliations who participated in our survey were significantly less likely than those in academic settings to have designed and conducted research, written research grants, presented research findings, or authored research publications. This disparity was also observed in Fenske’s analysis of research productivity in different institutional settings (academics, 64%; hospital librarians, 36%) [20], in the sources of authorship in the BMLA/JMLA identified in the Gore et al. study (academics, 56%; hospital librarians, 2%) [11], and in Harvey’s study of abstracts from MLA annual meetings (academics, 70%; hospital librarians, 15%) [29].

Research benefits, barriers, and competencies

As of August 2015, no published studies of health sciences librarians and few studies in the LIS literature addressed perceived research benefits. The studies that did exist [28, 30] differed appreciably from the research attitudes of health sciences librarians described in our study, ranking professional development and promotion and tenure requirements as important motivators, whereas both health sciences academic and hospital librarians in our study ranked demonstration of the value and impact of libraries and provision of guidance as primary motivating factors. The top barrier to research for health sciences librarians was lack of time, nearly universally mentioned as the greatest obstacle in other studies [15, 16, 28]. Further, in a related area of scholarship, that of writing for publication, librarians consistently cited a lack of time as the primary reason for low or nonexistent publication productivity [29, 31–33]. Other significant barriers identified in our survey, such as lack of institutional support and training, have also been reported in other studies [15, 20, 28]. While research competencies have received scant
attention in the LIS literature, a recent case study of Canadian academic librarians reflected similar results to those obtained in our study: analysis of data and selection of an appropriate methodology for research were top ranked learning needs [18].

Limitations

Due to the voluntary nature of the survey, the findings may not be generalizable to the broader population of health sciences librarians across work settings. Response rates and distributions were similar to prior research, providing some confidence that our findings are comparable. Despite piloting, wording for questions in several instances was ambiguous; for example, response categories for question 2 were not mutually exclusive; instructions were unclear for question 3; and question 22 conflated 2 related but different issues. During analysis, we avoided drawing unwarranted inferences and conclusions based on these data. Finally, although we provided a definition of research to respondents, we observed in the open-ended responses that some respondents might have had difficulty with the concept of research and differentiating between research done to support library practice and research done to support users and stakeholders. Other studies have noted similar difficulties of differentiation and that librarians frequently have problems understanding the concept of research [15, 34].

Our study indicated that many health sciences librarians regularly read research literature and apply research results to practice. This suggests that for those practicing librarians who have neither the opportunity nor inclination to engage in research, they can still make use of research results in the literature and apply them to affect practice decisions and improve services.

This study also highlights an opportunity for publishers and editors of research literature to actively promote discussions of practice implications by encouraging authors to delineate the practice implications of their results and by providing space for practitioners to report effective and new applications of research results gleaned from the literature in their own practice settings. A lesser number of librarians, but still a relatively high number, reported in our study that they enhanced their libraries based on the research data obtained from their own research. These positive reports of modifying or initiating new services based on research results could encourage more practitioners to seek out additional training, potential research partners, and opportunities to initiate new research projects. In addition, health sciences librarians’ attitudes about the benefits of and barriers to research engagement and their research learning needs raise important issues for the profession and MLA. Our findings highlight the need for further investment by employers and other stakeholders in supporting librarian-based research to facilitate information use in libraries and communicate value to and impact on librarians’ information consumers and the institutions they serve.

It is encouraging that the results of this study show that health sciences librarians are actively engaged in and care about research. More structured follow-up studies are necessary to investigate the extent to which research is conducted, applied, and published by health sciences librarians, including types of research undertaken, methodologies employed, and subjects studied. The reading habits and influencing behaviors of health sciences librarians also warrant further study, as research results may increasingly be communicated through channels other than peer-reviewed professional journals. Since sufficient studies have been conducted on research barriers, including the data in our study, this knowledgebase could provide a basis for future intervention studies that aim to assess the impact of various factors that shape and affect librarians’ research and writing productivity, such as work affiliation, institutional support, collaborative opportunities, and training. Future studies are needed to confirm and extend the present findings and advance the creation, integration, and communication of health information research.
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